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ABSTRACT

Code embedding is a keystone in the application of machine learn-
ing on several Software Engineering (SE) tasks, e.g., method name
prediction and code clone detection. To be effective, the embed-
ding needs to capture program semantics in a way that is effective
and generic, in a sense being able to effectively support a plethora
of SE tasks. To this end, we propose an approach (called Graph-
Code2Vec) that captures program semantics through lexical and pro-
gram dependence features via an effective combination of code anal-
ysis and Graph Neural Networks. GraphCode2Vec is generic, i.e., it
allows pre-training, and it is effectively applicable to several SE down-

stream tasks. We evaluate the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec on
three (3) tasks (method name prediction, solution classification and
code clone detection), and compare it with four (4) similarly generic
code embedding baselines (Code2Seq, Code2Vec, CodeBERT, Graph-
CodeBERT) and seven (7) task-specific, learning-based methods. In
particular,GraphCode2Vec is more effective than both generic and
task-specific learning-based baselines for all three tasks, with the
exception of one task where it is slightly less effective than Graph-
CodeBERT. We also demonstrate through a purposely designed
probing and ablation study that GraphCode2Vec effectively learns
lexical and program dependence features and that pre-training
improves its effectiveness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Applying machine learning to address software engineering (SE)
problems often requires a vector representation of the program
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code, especially for deep learning systems. A naïve representation,
used in many SE applications, is one-hot encoding that represents
every feature with a dedicated binary variable (a vector including
binary values) [49]. However, this type of embedding is usually
a high-dimensional sparse vector because the size of vocabulary
is very large in practice, which results in the notorious curse of
dimensionality problem [4]. Besides, one-hot encoding has out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) problem, which decreases model generalization
capability such that it cannot handle new type of data [54].

To deal with these issues, researchers employ dense and rea-
sonably concise vectors to encode code features for specific SE
tasks, since they generalise better [27, 58, 60, 66]. More recently,
researchers apply natural language processing (NLP) techniques to
learn the universal code embedding vector for general SE tasks [1–
3, 5–7, 9, 15, 21, 24, 29, 43, 45, 57, 59]. The resulting code embedding
represents a mapping from the “program space” to the “latent space”
that captures the different code-used semantics, i.e., the semantic
similarities between program snippets. The aim is that similar pro-
grams should have similar representations in the latent space.

State-of-the-art code embedding approaches focus either on syn-

tactic features (i.e., tokens/AST), or on semantic features (i.e., pro-
gram dependencies) ignoring the importance of combining both
features together. For example, Code2Vec [3] and CodeBERT [15])
focus on syntactic features, while PROGRAML [9] and NCC [5])
focus on program semantics. There are few studies using both pro-
gram semantics and syntax, e.g., GraphCodeBERT [21]. However,
these approaches are not precise, they do not obtain or embed the
entire program dependence graph. Instead, they estimate program
dependence via string matching (instead of static program analysis),
then augment AST trees with sequential data flow edges.

We thus propose a novel code embedding approach (calledGraph-
Code2Vec) that captures both syntax and program semantics via
combined lexical embedding and dependence embedding, respec-
tively. The main idea of our approach is to use static program
analysis and graph neural networks to effectively represent pro-
grams in the latent space. The key insight is that a combination of
lexical and program dependence analysis is important to effectively
determine the similarity among program snippets. During lexical
embedding, GraphCode2Vec embeds the syntactic features in the
latent space via tokenization. In addition, it performs dependence
embedding to capture program semantics via static program analy-
sis, it derives the program dependence graph (PDG) and represent
it in the latent space using Graph Neural Networks (GNN). It then
concatenates both lexical embedding and dependence embedding
in the program’s vector space. This allows GraphCode2Vec to be
effectively applicable on several downstream tasks.
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Figure 1: Motivating example showing (a) an original method (LowerBound), and two behaviorally equivalent clones of the

original method, namely (b) a renamed method (findLowerBound), and (c) a refactored method (getLowerBound).

public static int lowerBound(int[] array, 
int length, int value) {

int low = 0;
int high = length;
while (low < high) {

final int mid = (low + high) / 2;
if (value <= array[mid]) {

high = mid;
} else {

low = mid + 1;
}

}
return low;

}

public static int findLowerBound(int[] inputs, 
int size, int v) {

int bounder = 0;
int l = size;
int mindex = 0;
while (bounder < l) {

mindex = (bounder + l) / 2;
if (v <= inputs[mindex]) {

l = mindex;
} else {

bounder = mindex + 1;
}

}
return bounder;

}

public static int getLowerBound(int v, 
int size, int[] inputs) {

int h = size;
int mindex = 0;
int check = 0;
while (check < h) {

mindex = (check + h) / 2;
if (v > inputs[mindex]) {

check = mindex + 1;
} else {

h = mindex;
}

}
return check;

}

(a) Original Method (b) Renamed Method (c) Refactored Method

To demonstrate the importance of semantic embedding, we com-
pare the similarity of three pairs of programs using our approach,
in comparison to a syntax-only embedding approach – CodeBERT,
and GraphCodeBERT, which embeds both syntax and semantic,
albeit without program dependence analysis. Consider the example
of three program clones in Figure 1. This example includes three
behaviorally or semantically equivalent programs, that have low
syntactic similarity (i.e., different tokens), but with similar semantic
features, i.e., program dependence graphs (PDGs). To measure the
similarity distance in the latent space, in addition to the example
code clones (Figure 1), we randomly select 10 other different code
methods (from GitHub) without any change to establish a baseline
for comparing all approaches. To this end, we compute the aver-
age cosine similarity distance for all 91 program pairs ( 14×132 ) for
reference to show that all approaches report similar scores for all
91 pairs (Table 1). For all three approaches, the similarity between
the “original program” and a direct copy of the program with only
method name renaming to “searchLowerBound”, is well captured
with an almost perfect cosine similarity score for all approaches (1
or 0.99). Likewise, the cosine similarity of the original program and
the “renamed” program (findLowerBound) is mostly well captured
by all approaches, since they all embed program syntax, albeit with
lower cosine similarity scores for CodeBERT (0.61) and GraphCode-
BERT (0.70), in comparison to our approach (0.99).

Meanwhile, CodeBERT fails to capture the semantic similar-
ity between the “original program” and the “refactored program”
(getLowerBound), even though they are behaviorally similar and
share similar program dependence. This is evidenced by the low co-
sine similarity score (0.51), because it does not account for semantic
information in its embedding, especially the similar program de-
pendence graph shared by both programs. Lastly, GraphCodeBERT
performs slightly better than CodeBERT (0.70 vs. 0.51), but lower
than our approach (0.99). This is due to lack of actual static program
analysis in the embedding of GraphCodeBERT, since it only applies
a heuristic (string matching) to estimate program dependence, it is
imprecise. This example demonstrates the importance and necessity
of embedding precise dependence information.

To evaluate GraphCode2Vec we compare it with four generic
code embedding approaches, and seven task-specific learning-based
applications. We also investigate the stability and learning ability
of our approach through sensitivity, ablation and probing analyses.

Overall, we make the following contributions:
Generic Code embedding. We propose a novel and generic code
embedding learning approach (i.e., GraphCode2Vec) that captures

Table 1: Cosine Similarity of three behaviorally/semanti-

cally similar program pairs from our motivating example,

using GraphCodeBERT, CodeBERT and GraphCode2Vec

Program Pairs

Graph-

CodeBERT GraphCode2Vec

CodeBERT

searchLowerBound & lowerBound 1 0.99 1
findLowerBound & lowerBound 0.70 0.61 0.99
getLowerBound & lowerBound 0.70 0.51 0.99
Average of 91 pairs -0.05 -0.06 -0.03

the lexical, control flow and data flow features of programs through
a novel combination of tokenization, static code analysis and graph

neural networks (GNNs). To the best of our knowledge, Graph-
Code2Vec is the first code embedding approach that uses GNNs
derived from precise program dependencies. We demonstrate that
GraphCode2Vec is effective (RQ1 in Section 5): It outperforms all

baseline generic code embedding approaches. We provide our (pre-
)trainedmodels and generic embedding for public use and scrutiny.1
Task-specific learning-based applications.We introduce the au-
tomatic application of GraphCode2Vec to solve specific down-
stream SE tasks, without extensive human intervention to adapt
model architecture. In comparison to the state-of-the-art task-specific
learning-based approaches (e.g., ProgramGraph [1]), our approach
does not require any effort to tune the hyper-parameters to be
applicable to a downstream task (Section 3). Our evaluation on two
downstream tasks, code clone detection and solution classification,
showed thatGraphCode2Vec outperforms the state-of-the-art task-
specific learning-based applications: For both tasks it outperforms
all task-specific applications (RQ2 in Section 5).
Further Analyses. We extensively evaluate the stability and inter-

pretability of our approach by conducting sensitivity, probing and
ablation analyses. We also investigate the impact of configuration
choices (i.e., pre-training strategies and GNN architectures) on the
effectiveness of our approach on downstream tasks. Our evaluation
results show that GraphCode2Vec effectively learns lexical and pro-
gram dependence features, it is stable and insensitive to the choice
of GNN architecture or pre-training strategy (RQ3 in Section 5).

In the rest of this work, we interchangeably use the terms “lexi-
cal” and ”syntactic” interchangeably, as well as “(program) depen-
dence” and “semantic”. Such that the terms “lexical embedding” and
“syntactic embedding” refer to the embedding of program syntax,
and the terms “dependency embedding” and “semantic embedding”
refer to the embedding of program dependence information.

1https://github.com/graphcode2vec/graphcode2vec

https://github.com/graphcode2vec/graphcode2vec
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2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Generic code embedding

This refers to methods that learn general-purpose code represen-
tations to support several downstream tasks. These approaches
are not designed for a specific task, but are applicable to several
downstream (SE) tasks. There are two major types of generic code
embedding approaches, namely syntax-based and semantic-based

approaches.
Syntax-based Generic Approaches: These approaches encode
program snippets, either by dividing the program into strings, lex-
icalizing them into tokens or parsing the program into a parse

tree or abstract syntax tree (AST). Syntax-only generic embedding
approaches include Code2Vec [3], Code2Seq [2], CodeBERT [15],
C-BERT [7], InferCode[6], CC2Vec [24], AST-based NN [65] and
ProgHeteroGraph [59] (see Table 2). Notably, these approaches use
neural models for representing code (snippets), e.g., via code vec-
tor (e.g., Code2Vec [3]), machine translation (e.g., Code2Seq [2])
or transformers (e.g., CodeBERT [15]). Code2Vec [3] is an AST-
based code representation learning model that represents code
snippets as single fixed-length code vector. It decomposes a pro-
gram into a collection of paths using an AST and learns the atomic
representation of each path while simultaneously learning how
to aggregate the set of paths. Code2Seq [2] is an alternative code
embedding approach that uses Sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
models, adopted from neural machine translation (NMT), to encode
code snippets. It leverages the syntactic structure of programming
languages to encode source code by representing code snippets
as the set of paths in the program’s AST, then uses attention to
select the relevant paths while decoding. Besides, CodeBERT [15],
C-BERT [7] and Cu-BERT [29] are BERT-inspired approaches, these
methods adopt similar methodologies to learn code representations
as BERT [11]. CodeBERT [15] is a bimodal pre-trained model for
programming language (PL) and natural language (NL) tasks, which
uses transformer-based neural architecture to encode code snippets.
Meanwhile, C-BERT [7] pre-trains a large transformer-model on
raw source code, then tests if the model can discover AST features.
Cu-BERT [29] is similar to C-BERT, but if focuses on embedding
programs written in the Python programming language.

GraphCode2Vec is similar to the aforementioned generic code
embedding methods, it is also a general-purpose code embedding
approach that captures syntax by lexicalizing the program into
tokens (see Table 2). However, all of the aforementioned generic
approaches are syntax-based (i.e., based on ASTs, strings or tokens),
none of these approaches account for program semantics (i.e., data
and control flow). Unlike these approaches, GraphCode2Vec addi-
tionally captures program semantics, it extracts and encodes pro-
gram dependencies via static analysis. In this paper, we compare
our approach (GraphCode2Vec) to the three (3) most popular and
recent syntax-based generic code embedding approaches, namely
Code2Vec [3], Code2Seq [2] and CodeBERT [15] (see section 5).
Semantic-based Generic Approaches: This refers to code embed-
ding methods that capture semantic information such as control
and data flow dependencies in the program. Semantic-only generic

approaches include NCC [5] and PROGRAML [9]. On one hand,
NCC [5] extracts the contextual flow graph of a program by building
an LLVM intermediate representation (IR) of the program. It then

Table 2: Details of the state-of-the-art Code Embedding ap-

proaches. “Semantic” = programdependence (control and/or

data flow), and “Syntactic” = strings, tokens, parse tree or

AST-tree. Symbol “✓” means the approach supports a fea-

ture, and “×” means it does not support the feature.

Approaches Syntactic Semantic

Granularity

Method Class

T
a
s
k
-

s
p
e
c
i
fi
c

DECKARD [27] ✓ × × ✓
RtvNN [60] ✓ × ✓ ✓
DeepSim [66] ✓ ✓ ✓ ×
FA-AST [58] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
CNNSentence [41] ✓ × × ✓
OneCNNLayer [44] ✓ × × ✓
SequentialCNN [19] ✓ × × ✓

G
e
n
e
r
i
c

CodeBERT [15] ✓ × ✓ ×
Code2Vec [3] ✓ × ✓ ×
Code2Seq [2] ✓ × ✓ ×
C-BERT [7] ✓ × ✓ ✓
InferCode [6] ✓ × ✓ ✓
CC2Vec [24] ✓ × ✓ ✓
AST-based NN [65] ✓ × × ✓
ProgHeteroGraph [59] ✓ × ✓ ×
NCC [5] × ✓ ✓ ✓
PROGRAML [9] × ✓ ✓ ✓
IR2Vec [5] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
OSCAR [43] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ProgramGraph [1] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ProjectCodeNet [45] ✓ ✓ × ✓
GraphCodeBERT [21] ✓ ✓ ✓ ×
GraphCode2Vec ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

applies word2vec [39] to learn code representations. On the other
hand, PROGRAML [9] is a language-independent, portable repre-
sentation of whole-program semantics for deep learning, which is
designed for data flow analysis in compiler optimization. It adopts
message passing neural networks (MPNN) [20] to learn LLVM IR
representations. In contrast to these approaches, GraphCode2Vec
captures both semantics and syntax.

Besides, there are generic approaches that capture both syntac-
tic and semantic features such as IR2Vec [5], OSCAR [43], Pro-
gramGraph [1], ProjectCodeNet [45] and GraphCodeBERT [21].
IR2Vec [5] and OSCAR [43] use LLVM IR representation of a pro-
gram to capture program semantics. In particular, IR2Vec [57] learns
LLVM IR hierarchical code representation and OSCAR [43] learns
LLVM IR representations using a transformer architecture. Mean-
while, ProgramGraph [1] uses GNN to learn syntactic and semantic
representations of code from ASTs augmented with data and con-
trol edges. ProgHeteroGraph leverages abstract syntax description
language (ASDL) grammar to learn code representations via hetero-
geneous graphs [59]. Finally, GraphCodeBERT [21] is built upon
CodeBERT [15], but in addition to capturing syntactic features it
also accounts for semantics by employing data flow information in
the pre-training stage.

Similar to these approaches, our approach (GraphCode2Vec)
learns both syntactic and semantic features. In this work, we com-
pare GraphCode2Vec to GraphCodeBERT because it is the most
recent state-of-the-art and closely related approach to ours, since it
captures both syntax and semantics (see RQ1 section 5).

2.2 Task-specific learning-based applications

Let us discuss task-specific learning-based methods, i.e., specialised
ML-based techniques that are developed to address specific (SE)
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downstream task. Notably, researchers have proposed learning-
based techniques to tackle the challenges of code clone detection [27,
58, 60] and solution classification [19, 41, 44]. In our experiments,
we consider specialised learning approaches for both tasks. This is
because these tasks have several software engineering applications,
especially during software maintenance and evolution [27, 51, 60].
Table 2 highlights details of our task-specific learning methods.
CodeCloneDetection:DECKARD [27] and RtvNN[60] are learning-
based syntactic clone detection approaches that represent a program
as an AST tree and tokens, respectively. DECKARD characterizes
AST sub-trees with numerical vectors in the euclidean space, then
cluster these vectors using the Euclidean distance metric, such that
sub-trees with vectors in one cluster are considered similar. Sim-
ilarly, RtvNN [60] is a learning-based clone detection technique
which relies on deep learning to link patterns mined at lexical and
syntactic levels.

DeepSim [66] and FA-AST [58] are the most comparable spe-
cialised approaches to GraphCode2Vec, especially because they
also capture syntactic and semantic information. On one hand,
DeepSim [66] measures code similarity by employing feature rep-
resentation to capture semantic information, it encodes both con-
trol flow and data flow into a compact semantic feature matrix.
In this encoding, each element is a high dimensional sparse bi-
nary feature vector, which reduces the code similarity measuring
problem to identifying similar patterns in matrices. On the other
hand, FA-AST [58] is a more recent learning-based code clone de-
tection approach. It captures program semantics by augmenting the
programs’s AST with explicit control and data flow edges. It mea-
sures the similarity of code pairs using two GNNs, namely Gated
Graph Neural Network (GGNN) [36] and Graph Matching Network
(GMN) [35], denoted by FA-AST1 and FA-AST2, respectively.
Solution classification: Let us describe the state-of-the-art learning-
based approaches for solution classification. Most of these ap-
proaches are syntax-based and employ convolution neural net-
works (CNNs) to classify programming tasks. SequentialCNN [19]
applies a CNN to predict the language/tasks from code snippets
using lexicalized tokens represented as a matrix of word embed-
dings. CNNSentence [41] is similar to SequentialCNN since it also
uses CNNs, except that it classifies source code without relying
on keywords, e.g., variable and function names. It instead consid-
ers the structural features of the program in terms of tokens that
characterize the process of arithmetic processing, loop processing,
and conditional branch processing. Finally, OneCNNLayer [44] also
uses CNN for solution classification. It firstly pre-processes the pro-
gram to remove unwanted entities (e.g., comments, spaces, tabs and
new lines), then tokenizes the program to generate the code embed-
ding using word2vec. The resulting embedding includes the token
connections and their underlying meaning in the vector space.

In this work, we compare our approach (GraphCode2Vec) to the
aforementioned seven (7) learning-based methods for code clone
detection and solution classification (see Section 5).

3 APPROACH

3.1 Overview

Figure 2 illustrates the steps and components of our approach. First,
GraphCode2Vec takes as input a Java program (i.e. a set of class

files) that is converted to a Jimple intermediate representation. Sec-
ondly, GraphCode2Vec employs Soot [55] to obtain the program
dependence graph (PDG) by feeding the class files as input. From
the resulting Jimple representation and PDG, GraphCode2Vec
learns two program embeddings, namely a lexical embedding and
a dependence embedding. These two embeddings are ultimately
concatenated to form the final code embedding.

To achieve lexical embedding, our approach first tokenizes the
Jimple instructions obtained from our pre-processing step into sub-
words. Next, given the sub-words, our approach learns sub-word
embedding using word2vec [38]. Then, it learns the instruction
embedding by representing every Jimple instruction as a sequence
of subwords embeddings using a bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM,
Section 3.2). The forward and backward hidden states of this BiL-
STM allows to build the instruction embeddings. GraphCode2Vec
employs a BiLSTM since it learns context better: BiLSTM can learn
both past and future information while LSTM only learns past in-
formation. Finally, it aggregates multiple instruction embeddings
using element-wise addition, in order to obtain the overall lexical
program embedding.

To learn the dependence embedding, GraphCode2Vec applies a
Graph Neural Network (GNN) [48] to embed Jimple instructions
and their dependencies. Each node in the graph corresponds to a
Jimple instruction and contains the (dependence) embedding of
this instruction. Node attributes are from lexical embeddings. The
edges of the graph represent the dependencies between instructions.
Our approach considers the following program dependencies: data
flow, control flow and method call graphs. GraphCode2Vec uses
intra-procedural analysis [16] to extract data-flow and control-flow
dependencies by invoking Soot [55]. Then, it builds method call
graphs via class hierarchy analysis [10].

The training of GNNs is an iterative process where, at each
iteration, the embedding of each node 𝑛 is updated based on the
embedding of the neighboring nodes (i.e., nodes connected to 𝑛)
and the type of 𝑛’s edges [63, 69]. The message passing function

determines how to combine the embedding of the neighbors – also
based on the edge types – and how to update the embedding𝑛 based
on its current embedding and the combined neighbors’ embedding.
The dependence embedding of an instruction is the embedding of
the corresponding node at the end of the training process.

Finally, after obtaining lexical embedding and dependence em-
bedding, our approach concatenates both embeddings to obtain the
overall program representation.

3.2 Lexical embedding

Step 1 - Jimple code tokenization: The first crucial step of Graph-
Code2Vec is to properly tokenize Jimple code into meaningful
“tokens”, to learn the vector representations. The traditional way to
tokenize code is to split it on whitespaces. However, this manner
is inappropriate for two reasons. First, whitespace-based tokeniza-
tion often results in long tokens such as long method names (e.g.,
“getFunctionalInterfaceMethodSignature”). Long sequences often
have a low frequency in a given corpus, which subsequently leads
to an embedding of inferior quality. Second, whitespace-based tok-
enization is not able to process new words that do not occur in the
training data – these out-of-vocabulary words are typically replaced
by a dedicated “unknown” token. This is an obvious disadvantage
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Figure 2: Overview of GraphCode2Vec
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for our approach, whose goal is to support practitioners to analyze
diverse programs – which may then include words that did not
occur in the programs used to learn the embedding.

To address this challenge, we tokenize the Jimple code into sub-

words [33, 50, 61], which are units shorter than words, e.g., mor-
phemes. Subwords have been widely adopted in representation
learning systems for texts [12, 23, 46, 68] as they solve the prob-
lem of overly long tokens and out-of-vocabulary words. New code
programs can be smoothly handled using short tokens represen-
tation, by limiting the amount of long, but different tokens. Sub-
words get rid of the almost-infinite character combinations that are
common in many program codes. For example, this is the reason
why BERT uses wordpiece subwords [61], and XLNet [64] and T5
[46] use sentence-piece subwords. Similarly, GraphCode2Vec uses
sentence-piece subwords. When using subwords, the long token
“getFunctionalInterfaceMethodSignature” is split into “get”, “Func-
tional”, “Interface”, “Method” and “Signature”. It is worth noting
that most of the subwords are in fact words, e.g., “get” [28].
Step 2 - Subword embedding with word2vec: Given a subword-
tokenized Jimple code corpus C with vocabulary size |C|, our ap-
proach learns a subword embedding matrix E ∈ R |C |×𝑑 where 𝑑
is a hyperparameter referring to the embedding dimension (𝑑 is
usually set to 100). It uses the popular Skip-gram with negative
sampling (SGNS) method in word2vec [38] to produce E. And E is
utilized as the subword embedding matrix [38].
Step 3 - Instruction embedding: After forming the subword em-
beddings, GraphCode2Vec represents every Jimple instruction
as a sequence of subword embeddings (w0,w1, ...,w𝑛), by using a
bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM). The role of BiLSTM is to learn the
embedding of the instruction from the subword sequence of the
instruction. Let

−→
h𝑡 and

←−
h𝑡 be the forward hidden state and backward

hidden state of LSTM after feeding the final subword. Then, it forms
the instruction embedding by concatenating

−→
h𝑡 and

←−
h𝑡 , denoted as

x = (−→h𝑡 ,
←−
h𝑡 ).

Step 4 - Instruction embedding aggregation: The last step in
the process of forming lexical embedding is the aggregation of
the instruction embeddings in order to form the overall program
lexical embedding. The reason why we aggregate instruction-level
embedding as opposed to learning an embedding for the whole
program is that LSTMs work with sequences of limited length and
thus, truncate the instructions into small sequences (not exceeding

the maximal length). After tokenization, a program can have many
subwords and if one directly consider all subwords in the program,
one needs to cut these subwords into the limited sequence length
for LSTM and result in information loss.

Our approach uses element-wise addition as the token aggrega-
tion function. This operation allows the aggregation of multiple
instruction embeddings while keeping a limited vector length.

3.3 Dependence embedding

Step 1 - Building method graphs: A method graph is a tuple𝐺 =

(𝑉 , 𝐸,X,K), where𝑉 is the set of nodes (i.e. Jimple instructions), 𝐸 is
the set of edges (dependence relations between the instructions), X
is the node embedding matrix (which contains the embedding of the
instructions) and K is the edge attribute matrix (which encodes the
dependencies that exist between instructions). For each node𝑛 there
is a column vector xn in X such that xn = (−→h 𝑡 ,

←−
h 𝑡 ) (instruction

embedding).
To define 𝐸 and K, our approach extracts data-flow and control-

flow dependencies by invoking Soot [16, 55]. Then,GraphCode2Vec
introduces an edge between two nodes if and only if the two corre-
sponding instructions share some dependence.
Step 2 - Building program graphs: A program graph consists of
a pair P = (G,R) where G = {𝐺0,𝐺1, ...,𝐺𝑚} is a set of method
graphs and where R ⊆ G2 is the call relation between the methods,
that is, (𝐺𝑖 ,𝐺 𝑗 ) ∈ R if and only if the method that 𝐺𝑖 represents
calls the method that 𝐺 𝑗 represents. To represent this relation in
the GNN, GraphCode2Vec introduces an entry node and an exit
node for each method and edges linking those nodes with caller
instructions.
Step 3 - Message passing function: The exact definition of the
message passing function depends on the used GNN architecture.
We choose the widely-used GNN architectures with linear complex-
ity [62] that has been successfully applied in various application do-
mains. GraphCode2Vec employs four GNN architectures, namely
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN; Kipf andWelling [31]), Graph-
SAGE [22], Graph Attention Network (GAN; Veličković et al. [56]),
Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN; Xu et al. [63]).
Step 4 - Learning the dependence embedding: The dependence
embedding of each instruction is obtained by running the message
passing function on all nodes for a pre-defined number of itera-
tions, i.e., the number of GNN layers. Once these instruction em-
beddings have been produced, GraphCode2Vec aggregates them
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using the global attention pool operation [36] in order to produce
the program-level dependence embedding. Attention mechanism
can make program-level dependence embedding consider more
important nodes (instructions).

The dependence embeddings that GNN produces depend on the
learnable parameters of (a) the message passing function and (b)
bidirectional LSTM. These parameters can be automatically set
to optimize the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec either directly
on the downstream task or on some pre-training objectives, as
described hereafter.

In the end, our approach uses a concatenation operator to get the
program embedding vector. Concatenation has been shown to be
an effective method to fuse features without information loss when
using DNN [18, 26, 34, 42, 52, 53]. Although the dependence em-
bedding inherently encodes the lexical embedding, the importance
of lexical inherently fades away as the semantic representation is
learnt. Our ablation study (see RQ3 in Section 5) later reveals the
benefits of concatenating an explicit lexical embedding with the
dependence embedding.

3.4 Pre-training

Self-supervised learning has been applied with success for pre-
training deep learning models [14, 37, 47]. It allows a model to
learn how to perform tasks without human supervision [40, 70]
by learning a universal embedding that can be fine-tuned to solve
multiple downstream tasks. In this work, we employed three (3) self-
supervised learning strategies to pre-train the BiLSTM and GNN in
GraphCode2Vec, namely node classification, context prediction [25],
and variational graph encoding (VGAE) [32]. Node (or Instruction)
classification trains the model to infer the type of an instruction,
given its embedding. Context prediction requires the model to
predict amasked node representation, given its surrounding context.
Variational graph encoding (VGAE) learns to encode and decode
the code dependence graph structure. Note that these pretraining
procedures do not require any human-labeled datasets. The model
learns from the raw datasets without any human supervision. We
provide more pre-training details in the supplementary material.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Research Questions: Our research questions (RQs) are designed
to evaluate the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec. In particular, we
compare the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec to the state-of-the-
art in generic and task-specific code embedding methods (see RQ1
and RQ2). This is to demonstrate the utility of GraphCode2Vec in
solving downstream tasks, in comparison to other general-purpose
code embedding approaches (RQ1), as well as specialised learning-
based approaches tailored towards solving specific SE tasks (RQ2).
We also examine if GraphCode2Vec effectively embeds lexical
and program dependence features in the latent space, and how
this impacts its effectiveness on downstream tasks (see RQ3). The
first goal of RQ3 is to demonstrate the validity of our approach,
i.e., analyse that it indeed embeds lexical and dependence features
as intended via probing analysis. In addition, we analyse the con-
tribution of lexical embedding and dependence embedding to its
effectiveness on downstream tasks by conducting an ablation study.
We also investigate the sensitivity of our approach to the choices in

GraphCode2Vec’s framework, e.g., model pre-training (strategy)

and GNN configuration. These experiments allow to evaluate the
influence of these choices on the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec.

Specifically, we ask the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1 Generic Code embedding: How effective is our approach
(GraphCode2Vec), in comparison to the state-of-the-art generic
code embedding approaches?
RQ2Task-specific learning-based applications: Is our approach
(GraphCode2Vec) effective in comparison to the state-of-the-art
task-specific learning-based applications?
RQ3 Further Analyses: Does our approach (GraphCode2Vec)
effectively capture lexical and program dependence features? What
is the contribution of lexical embedding or dependence embedding
to the effectiveness of our approach on downstream tasks? Is our
approach sensitive to the choice of GNN and pre-training strategy,
and how do they impact its effectiveness on downstream SE tasks?

Baselines:We compare the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec to
several state-of-the-art code embedding approaches (aka generic
baselines), and specialised or task-specific learning-based applica-

tions. On one hand, generic baselines refers to code embedding
approaches that are designed to be general-purpose, i.e., they pro-
vide a code embedding that is amenable to address several down-
stream tasks. On the other hand, task-specific baselines refers to
learning-based approaches that address a specific downstream SE
task, e.g., code clone detection. Table 2 provides details about these
baselines for code clone detection and solution classification tasks.
Specifically, we evaluated GraphCode2Vec in comparison to four
(4) generic code embedding approaches, namely Code2Seq [2],
Code2Vec [3], CodeBERT [15] and GraphCodeBERT [21] (see RQ1
in section 5). We have selected these generic baselines because they
have been evaluated against several well-known state-of-the-art
code embedding methods and demonstrated considerable improve-
ment over them. Besides, these approaches are recent, popularly
used and have been applied on many downstream (SE) tasks.

For task-specific learning-based approaches, we consider solu-
tion classification and code clone detection tasks because they are
popular SE downstream tasks that have been well investigated in
the community, especially using learning-based approaches. For
code clone detection, we employed four code clone detection ap-
proaches, namely DECKARD [27], RtvNN [60], DeepSim [66] and
FA-AST [58] (see RQ2 in section 5). Meanwhile, for solution classifi-
cation task, we employed three (3) specialised learning-based base-
line, namely CNNSentence [41], OneCNNLayer [44] and Sequential-
CNN [19]. These task-specific baselines have been selected because
they have been shown to outperform other proposed learning-based
approaches for these tasks. For instance, FA-AST [58] has been
shown to outperform four well-known state of the art baselines
including ASTNN, DECKARD and RTvNN. Likewise, Sequential-
CNN [19] has been evaluated against five other learning-based
approaches and demonstrated to be more effective.

Subject Programs: In our experiments, we employed seven (7) sub-
ject programs written in Java. Table 3 provides details about each
of our subject programs and their experimental usage. Notably, we
employ three (3) publicly available programs for the downstream
tasks, namely Java-Small [3], Java250 [45] and GCJ [66]. These
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Table 3: Details of Subject Programs

Subject
#Progs. Tasks/Analyses

Program

Java-Small 11 Method Name Prediction and Ablation Studies
Java250 75000 Solution Classification and Ablation Studies
GCJ 1665 Code Clone Detection
LeetCode-10 100 Probing Analysis
M-LeetCode 100 Probing Analysis
Concurrency 46 Probing Analysis
Jimple-Graph 1976 Model Pre-training

datasets were employed for our comparative evaluation (see RQ1
and RQ2). We chose these datasets because they are popular and
have been employed in the evaluation of our downstream tasks
in previous studies [2, 45, 66]. Besides, we employed Java-Small
and Java250 in our ablation study where we evaluate the contribu-
tion of lexical and dependence embedding to the effectiveness of
GraphCode2Vec (RQ3). We chose these two datasets for this task
because they correspond to tasks that require lexical and semantic
information to be effectively addressed. To further analyze Graph-
Code2Vec (see RQ3), we employed the Concurrency dataset [13, 17]
and collected two (2) subject programs (named LeetCode-10 and M-
LeetCode) from LeetCode2. We use these programs to investigate
the difference between capturing lexical and dependence infor-
mation. In particular, the Concurrency dataset contains different
concurrent code types, which have similar syntactic/lexical features
but different structure information. We mutated LeetCode-10 to
create M-LeetCode dataset. Our mutation preserves lexical features,
but modifies semantic or program dependence features such that
LeetCode-10 and M-LeetCode have the same lexical features, but
different semantics. For example, a simple dependence mutant in-
volves switching outer and inner loops. We utilize LeetCode-10,
M-LeetCode and Concurrency for the probing analysis of our ap-
proach (GraphCode2Vec).
Downstream Tasks: In our evaluation, we considered three ma-
jor software engineering tasks, namely, method name prediction,
solution classification and code clone detection. These are popular
downstream SE tasks that have been investigated in the community
for decades. For these three tasks, we evaluatedGraphCode2Vec in
comparison to four generic baselines, namely Code2Seq [2], Code2Vec [3],
CodeBERT [15] and GraphCodeBERT [21]. Table 3 provides details
on the subject programs employed for each downstream tasks. In
the following, we provide further details about the experimental
setup for each task evaluated in this paper.
Method Name Prediction: This refers to the task of predicting the
method name of a function in a program, given only the body of
the function as input [6]. This task is useful for automatic code
completion during programming. In our experiment, all four generic
baselines were evaluated for this task. In addition, we evaluated this
task using the Java-Small dataset, since it was designed specifically
for this task in previous studies [3] (see Table 3).
Solution Classification: This refers to the classification of source
code into a predefined number of classes, e.g., based on the task
it solves [44], or programming languages [19]. This is useful to
assist or assess programming tasks and manage code warehouse.
We evaluated all four generic baselines on this task, as well as
three specialised learning-based approaches for this task, namely

2https://leetcode.com/

CNNSentence [41], OneCNNLayer [44], SequentialCNN [19] (Ta-
ble 2). We evaluated this task using the Java250 dataset, which was
designed for this task in previous studies [45] (see Table 3).

Code clone detection: The goal of software clone detection is to
identify similar code fragments within a program or among pro-
gram pairs, this is useful for identifying code plagiarism or reuse.
In addition to the four generic baselines, we also compared Graph-
Code2Vec to specialised learning-based baselines for code clone
detection, this includes DeepSim [66], Flow-Augmented Abstract
Syntax Tree (FA-AST) [58], DECKARD [27] and RtvNN [60] (Ta-
ble 2). In our experiment, we employed the Google Code JAM (GCJ)3
dataset for this task (see Table 3). We have chosen GCJ because it
has been deployed/evaluated for this task in previous studies [66].

Pre-training Setup: For model pre-training, we curated the Jimp-
le-Graph dataset from the Maven repository4, it contains 1,976
Java libraries with about 3.5 millions methods in total. These Java
libraries are from 42 application domains, this ensures a reasonable
program diversity, these domains include math and image process-
ing libraries. For the BiLSTM component (Section 3.2), we use one
layer with hidden dimension size 150. We pre-train sub-tokens us-
ing the Jimple text for each program, the sub-token embedding
dimension is set to 100 (see Section 3). We fine-tune the downstream
tasks using the obtained pre-trained weights after one epoch. All
GNNs use five (5) layers with dropout ratio 0.2. We use Adam [30]
optimizer with 0.001 learning rate. In our experiment, we evaluated
all three (3) pre-training strategies (Section 3.4).

Metrics andMeasures: For all tasks, we report F1-score, precision
and recall. We discuss most of our results using F1-score since it
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Besides, it is a better
measurement metric than accuracy, especially when the dataset
is imbalanced (e.g., Java-Small and GCJ). Hence, we do not report
the accuracy for imbalanced datasets, e.g., GCJ is imbalanced with
about 20% similar code pair and 80% non-similar code pair. However,
for solution classification, we report the model accuracy for this
task since the employed dataset (Java250) is balanced, i.e., the class
distribution is similar. We provide more evaluation details and
results in the supplementary material and Github repository5.

Probing Analysis: The goal of our probing analysis is to ensure
that lexical and dependence features are indeed learned by Graph-
Code2Vec’s code embedding. Probing is a widely used technique to
examine an embedding for desired properties [8, 47, 67]. To this end,
we trained diagnostic classifiers to probe GraphCode2Vec’s code
embedding for our desired properties (i.e., lexical and/or program
dependence features). Concretely, we train a simple classifier with
one MLP layer fed with the learned code embedding (e.g. lexical)
to examine if our code embedding encodes the desired property. To
achieve this, we curated a dedicated dataset for training and evalu-
ating our probing classifiers. Specifically, we employ three probing
datasets, namely LeetCode-10, M-LeetCode and Concurrency (Ta-
ble 3). We have employed these datasets because they require lexical
or dependence embedding to address their corresponding tasks.

3See https://github.com/parasol-aser/deepsim/issues/9, GCJ has 1665 programs in the
public source code dataset.
4https://mvnrepository.com/
5https://github.com/graphcode2vec/graphcode2vec

https://github.com/graphcode2vec/graphcode2vec
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Table 4: Effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec vs. Generic Code embedding approaches (best results are in bold text).

Generic Code Method Name Prediction Solution Classification Code Clone Detection

Embedding F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall

Code2Seq 0.4920 0.5963 0.4187 0.7542 0.7678 0.7536 0.9883 0.9886 0.9882
Code2Vec 0.3309 0.3779 0.2943 0.8034 0.8081 0.8028 0.9947 0.9940 0.9948
CodeBERT 0.3963 0.3295 0.4969 0.8783 0.8747 0.8878 0.7142 0.6436 0.8022
GraphCodeBERT 0.5761 0.7261 0.4775 0.9850 0.9868 0.9843 0.8025 0.7972 0.8120
GraphCode2Vec 0.5807 0.6150 0.5502 0.9746 0.9753 0.9746 0.9971 0.9971 0.9971

Probing Task Design: We design four probing tasks. The first
three (Task-1, Task-2 and Task-3) use LeetCode-10 and M-LeetCode,
and the last one (Task-4) uses Concurrency. Task-1 classifies what
problem the solution code solves on LeetCode-10. LeetCode-10
shares lexical token similarities within one problem group, and
some solutions from the different problem groups may have the
same semantic structure, e.g., using one for-loop. Therefore, we
hypothesize that the lexical embedding is more informative than
the semantic embedding for Task-1. Task-2 mixes LeetCode-10 and
M-LeetCode, and then judges which dataset the input code is from
(binary classification). LeetCode-10 and M-LeetCode share lots of
similar lexical tokens but the code semantic structures are different.
Hence, the semantic embedding should be more informative than
the code lexical syntactic embedding. Task-3 also mixes the two
datasets but uses all the 20 labels instead of a binary classification.
Task-3 integrates Task-1 and Task-2, requiring both lexical and
semantic information. Task-4 is a concurrency bug classification
task. The code with same label can have the high lexical similarity
but the code semantic structure should be different.
GraphCode2Vec’s Configuration: We employ three (3) pre-
training strategies, namely node classification, context prediction
and VGAE. Our approach supports four (4) GNN architectures for
dependence embedding (see Section 3), namely GCN [31], Graph-
SAGE [22], GAN [56] and GIN [63]. In total, we have 12 possible con-
figurations. However, the default configuration is context prediction

for pre-training and dependence embedding with GAT architecture.
In our experiments, we evaluate the effect of each configuration on
the effectiveness of our approach (see Section 5).
Implementation Details and Platform: GraphCode2Vec was
implemented in about 4.8 KLOC of Python code, using the Pytorch
ML framework. Our data processing and evaluation code is about
3 KLOC of Java code. We use Soot [55] to extract the program
dependence graph (PDG). We reuse the code from the public repos-
itory of each baseline in our experiments.6 However, we adapt each
baseline to our downstream tasks, e.g., by replacing the classifier
but using the same performance metrics. For all approaches, we
use one multilayer perceptron layer as the decision layer. All ex-
periments were conducted on a Tesla V100 GPU server, with 40
CPUs (2.20 GHz) and 256G of main memory. The implementation
of GraphCode2Vec is available online7.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

RQ1 Generic Code embedding: The goal of this experiment is to
demonstrate how GraphCode2Vec compares to the state-of-the-
art generic code embedding approaches. In particular, we compare

6https://github.com/tech-srl/code2vec,https://github.com/tech-srl/code2seq,
https://github.com/microsoft/CodeBERT, https://github.com/hukuda222/code2seq
7https://github.com/graphcode2vec/graphcode2vec

Table 5: Code Clone detection: Effectiveness of Graph-

Code2Vec vs. specialisedMLmethods. Best results are bold.

Task-specific learning- Code Clone Detection

based approaches F1-Score Recall Precision

DECKARD 0.450 0.440 0.440
RTvNN 0.200 0.900 0.330
DeepSim 0.710 0.820 0.760
FA-AST1 0.960 1.00 0.970
FA-AST2 0.990 0.970 0.980
GraphCode2Vec 0.997 0.997 0.997

the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec to that of four generic base-
lines CodeBERT, Code2Seq, Code2Vec and GraphCodeBERT. These
baselines represent the major classes of generic code embedding,
specifically, syntax-only approaches (i.e., CodeBERT, Code2Seq and
Code2Vec) as well as approaches that capture both syntax and se-
mantics (i.e., GraphCodeBERT). In this experiment, we used three
different downstream tasks namely method name prediction, so-
lution classification and code clone detection. In our evaluation
of method name prediction task, we employ the Code2Vec and
Code2Seq models provided by the original papers. For all other
approaches and tasks, we employed their pre-trained models, then
fine-tuned for the downstream task at hand. We used the default
GNN and pre-training configurations for our approach, i.e., Graph-
Code2Vec’s graph neural network GAT with context pre-training.

In our evaluation, we found that our approach (GraphCode2Vec)

outperforms all generic baselines for most (two out of three) down-

stream SE tasks. Table 4 highlights the effectiveness of Graph-
Code2Vec in comparison to the baselines. GraphCode2Vec per-
formed better than all evaluated baselines for method name pre-
diction and code clone detection tasks. Our approach performed
better than all baselines for code clone detection, for all evaluated
metrics. It also has a better F1-score and recall for method name
prediction. However, GraphCodeBERT has a higher precision but
lower F1-score than our approach, for this task. For instance, for
method name prediction, in terms of recall, GraphCode2Vec was
11% more effective than CodeBERT – the best-performing syntax
based approach in our evaluation (see Table 4). Meanwhile, Graph-
CodeBERT is the best-performing semantic baseline in our method
name prediction experiments, and our approach is 15% more effec-
tive than GraphCodeBERT (see Table 4). GraphCode2Vec is also
comparable to GraphCodeBERT for solution classification task. In
our evaluation, GraphCodeBERT is the most effective technique for
this task, however, it only slightly outperforms GraphCode2Vec
by less than 1% for all evaluated metrics (see Table 4). Overall, this
result demonstrates that our approach is more effective than the
state-of-the-art generic approaches on method name prediction
and code clone detection tasks, and it is comparable to the best
performance for solution classification – GraphCodeBERT.

GraphCode2Vec is more effective that the generic baselines for

(2/3) tasks; and it slightly less effective for one task.
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Table 6: Solution Classification: Effectiveness of Graph-

Code2Vec vs. specialisedMLmethods. Best results are bold.

Task-specific learning- Solution Classification

based approaches Accuracy F1-Score Recall Precision

CNNSentence 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.70
OneCNNLayer 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.55
SequentialCNN 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.48
GraphCode2Vec 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97

RQ2 Task-specific learning-based applications: This experi-
ment examines how GraphCode2Vec compares to state-of-the-art
task-specific learning-based applications for code clone detection
and solution classification. We selected solution classification and
code clone detection for this experiment due to their popularity and
application to many other software engineering tasks, e.g., code
evolution, code search, code warehousing, refactoring and reuse. In
this experiment, we employ all four task-specific baselines for code
clone detection highlighted in Table 2, namely DECKARD, FA-AST,
DeepSim and RTvNN. Meanwhile, for solution classification, we
evaluated against all three task-specific baselines for solution classi-
fication in Table 2, namely CNNSentence [41], OneCNNLayer [44],
SequentialCNN [19]. For this experiment, we employ the default
configuration for our approach (GraphCode2Vec), i.e., Graph-
Code2Vec’s GAT graph neural network with context pre-training.

Our evaluation results show that GraphCode2Vec outperforms

the state-of-the-art task-specific learning based approaches for code

clone detection and solution classification. Table 5 and Table 6 high-
light the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec in comparison to learning-
based approaches for code clone detection and solution classifica-
tion, respectively. In particular, GraphCode2Vec outperforms all
eight task-specific baselines in our evaluation. Specifically, our ap-
proach is between two to three timesmore effective thanDECKARD
and RTvNN (see Table 5). In addition, it slightly outperforms FA-
AST across all tested measures. Besides our approach, FA-AST is the
best performing learning-based baseline in our code clone detec-
tion evaluation. Likewise, GraphCode2Vec outperforms all three
baselines for solution classification, it is almost twice as effective
as SequentialCNN and OneCNNLayer, and 40% more effective than
CNNSentence (see Table 6). These results demonstrate the utility
of our approach in solving these downstream tasks, and further
shows that GraphCode2Vec outperforms specialised learning ap-
plications for both code clone detection and solution classification.

GraphCode2Vec is up to three times more effective than all eight

tested task-specific learning-based approaches.

RQ3 Further Analyses: The goal of this research question is to
examine if GraphCode2Vec effectively captures lexical and/or se-
mantic program feature(s). Firstly, we employ probing analysis to
analyze if pre-trained GraphCode2Vec models learn the lexical
and semantic features required for feature-specific tasks, i.e, that
require capturing either or both features to be well-addressed. For
instance, Task-4 is the concurrency classification task requiring
semantic features. Secondly, we conduct an ablation study to in-
vestigate how the syntactic and semantic information captured
by GraphCode2Vec influence its effectiveness on downstream
tasks. Finally, we evaluate the sensitivity of our approach to the
selected GNN, and the impact of model pre-training on improving
GraphCode2Vec’s effectiveness on downstream tasks.

Probing Analysis: Let us examine if our pre-trained code em-
bedding indeed encodes the desired lexical and semantic program
features. To achieve this, we use the lexical embedding and se-
mantic embedding from GraphCode2Vec’s pre-training as inputs
for probing. In this probing analysis, only the classifier is train-
able and GraphCode2Vec is frozen and non-trainable. We use one
MLP-layer classifier to evaluate these models on four tasks, Task-1
requires only lexical/syntactic information. However, Task-2 and
Task-4 require only semantic information (program dependence).
Finally, Task-3 subsumes tasks one and two, such that it requires
both syntactic and semantic information. Section 4 provides details
of the probing experiments.

Our evaluation results show that GraphCode2Vec’s pre-trained
code embedding mostly captures the desired lexical and semantic

program features for all tested tasks, regardless of the pre-training

strategy or GNN configuration. Table 7 highlights the effectiveness of
each frozen pre-trained model for each task, configuration and pre-
training strategy. Notably, the frozen pre-trained model performed
best for the desired embedding for each task in three-quarters
(36/48=75%) of all tested configurations. As an example, for tasks
requiring semantic information (Task-2 and Task-4), our pre-trained
model encoding only semantic information performed best for 88%
of all configurations (21/24 cases). Meanwhile, for tasks requiring
syntax only (Task-1), our pre-trained model encoding only syntactic
information outperformed all other models for most (8/12=67%)
configurations. This result demonstrates that GraphCode2Vec
effectively encodes either or both syntactic and semantic features,
this is evidenced by the effectiveness of models encoding desired
feature(s) for feature-specific tasks.

GraphCode2Vec effectively encodes the desired syntactic and/or

semantic features, models encoding desired features performed best

in 75% of tested cases across all feature-specific tasks.

Ablation Study: To investigate the impact of syntactic/lexical
embedding and semantic/dependence embedding on addressing
downstream tasks, we used two tasks, namely method name predic-
tion and solution classification. We examine how removing lexical
embedding or dependence embedding during the fine-tuning of
GraphCode2Vec’s pre-trained model impacts the effectiveness of
the approach. This experiment shows the importance of lexical and
dependence features on the effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec.

Our results show that GraphCode2Vec’s dependence embedding

is important to effectively address our downstream SE tasks. Table 9
presents the ablation study results. In particular, results show that
models fine-tuned with only semantic information outperformed
those fine-tuned with syntactic features in almost all (23/24 = 96%
of) cases. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of dependence
embedding in addressing downstream SE tasks.

Results show that dependence/semantic embedding is vital to the

effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec on downstream SE tasks.

GNN Sensitivity: This experiment evaluates the sensitivity of our
approach to the choice of GNN. In this experiment, we employ
all three downstream tasks, and four GNN configurations, namely
GAT, GIN, GCN and GraphSAGE (see Section 3). Table 8 provides
details of the GNN sensitivity analysis. To evaluate this, we compute
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Table 7: Probing Analysis results showing the accuracy for all pre-training strategies and GNN configurations. Best results

for each sub-category are in bold, and the better results between syntactic (lexical) embedding and semantic embedding is in

italics. “syn+sem” refers to GraphCode2Vec’s models capturing both syntactic and semantic features.

Pre-training Captured Task-1 (syntax-only) Task-2 (semantic-only) Task-3 (syntax and semantic) Task-4 (semantic-only)
Strategy Feature GCN GIN GSAGE GAT GCN GIN GSAGE GAT GCN GIN GSAGE GAT GCN GIN GSAGE GAT

Context

semantic 0.822 0.674 0.842 0.886 0.684 0.614 0.704 0.741 0.513 0.381 0.543 0.612 0.654 0.666 0.657 0.594
syntactic 0.934 0.938 0.942 0.928 0.615 0.602 0.617 0.602 0.529 0.527 0.528 0.527 0.580 0.525 0.524 0.449
syn+sem 0.918 0.928 0.95 0.942 0.641 0.641 0.688 0.797 0.559 0.546 0.587 0.6 0.605 0.592 0.608 0.592

Node

semantic 0.758 0.820 0.802 0.840 0.651 0.667 0.741 0.686 0.426 0.514 0.625 0.563 0.647 0.664 0.659 0.670
syntactic 0.904 0.884 0.876 0.916 0.584 0.587 0.606 0.593 0.516 0.504 0.490 0.513 0.484 0.476 0.420 0.550
syn+sem 0.872 0.9 0.876 0.902 0.624 0.618 0.691 0.67 0.522 0.508 0.572 0.545 0.519 0.522 0.451 0.57

VGAE

semantic 0.856 0.812 0.868 0.866 0.594 0.653 0.583 0.617 0.403 0.532 0.407 0.477 0.673 0.680 0.674 0.656
syntactic 0.916 0.932 0.928 0.950 0.591 0.572 0.594 0.599 0.485 0.494 0.492 0.495 0.523 0.617 0.584 0.591
syn+sem 0.92 0.926 0.928 0.938 0.59 0.63 0.591 0.596 0.498 0.548 0.508 0.492 0.627 0.658 0.531 0.586

Best Config. Syntactic = 8/12 Semantic = 9/12 Syntactic + Semantic = 7/12 Semantic = 12/12

Table 8: Effectiveness (F1-Score) of GraphCode2Vec on all GNN configurations and Pre-training Strategies, for all down-

stream tasks. For each subcategory, the best results for each category are in bold text.

Method Name Prediction Solution Classification Code Clone Detection

GNN No Pre- Pre-training Strategies No Pre- Pre-training Strategies No Pre- Pre-training Strategies

training Context Node VGAE Average training Context Node VGAE Average training Context Node VGAE Average

GCN 0.4494 0.5018 0.4859 0.5337 0.4930 0.9679 0.9710 0.9710 0.9751 0.9712 0.9995 0.9995 0.9993 0.9990 0.9991
GIN 0.4347 0.4684 0.4037 0.5266 0.4584 0.9645 0.9711 0.9700 0.9710 0.9692 0.9984 0.9962 0.9974 0.9940 0.9965
GraphSage 0.3998 0.5006 0.4531 0.5412 0.4736 0.9675 0.9712 0.9721 0.9727 0.9709 0.9970 0.9993 0.9971 0.9986 0.9869
GAT 0.4246 0.5807 0.6194 0.5890 0.5534 0.9647 0.9746 0.9703 0.9735 0.9708 0.9732 0.9971 0.9956 0.9925 0.9869
Average 0.4271 0.5129 0.4905 0.5476 0.9662 0.9720 0.9718 0.9731 0.9920 0.9951 0.9973 0.9960
Variance 0.0003 0.0017 0.0064 0.0006 2.2e-6 2.2e-6 7.1e-7 2.3e-6 0.0001 2.6e-5 1.7e-6 7.2e-6
SD 0.0180 0.0413 0.0800 0.0244 0.0015 0.0015 0.0008 0.0015 0.0109 0.0051 0.0013 0.0027

Table 9: Ablation Study results showing the F1-Score of

GraphCode2Vec. Best results are bold.

Pre-training Captured Method Name Prediction Solution Classification

Strategy Feature GCN GIN GSAGE GAT GCN GIN GSAGE GAT

Context

semantic 0.5454 0.4674 0.5038 0.6082 0.9698 0.9649 0.9682 0.9740

syntactic 0.4575 0.4500 0.4644 0.4381 0.9614 0.9560 0.9588 0.9610

Node

semantic 0.4843 0.4136 0.4404 0.5888 0.9738 0.9711 0.9696 0.9704

syntactic 0.3800 0.3845 0.3660 0.3560 0.9563 0.9562 0.9572 0.9595

VGAE

semantic 0.5988 0.4786 0.3675 0.5464 0.9725 0.9663 0.9671 0.9711

syntactic 0.3922 0.4053 0.3936 0.4058 0.9711 0.9659 0.9626 0.9705
Best config. Semantic = 11/12 Semantic = 12/12

the variance and standard deviation (SD) of the effectiveness of
GraphCode2Vec when employing different GNNs.

Our evaluation results show that GraphCode2Vec is stable, it is
not sensitive to the choice of GNN. Table 8 shows the details of the SD
and variance of our approach for each GNN configuration. Across
all tasks, the variance and SD of the GraphCode2Vec is mostly
low, it is maximum 0.0064 and 0.0413, respectively (see Table 8).
This result implies that GraphCode2Vec is very stable, i.e., it is
not highly sensitive to the choice of GNN.

GraphCode2Vec is stable across GNN configurations, the variance

and SD of its effectiveness are very low for all configurations.

Model Pre-training: Let us evaluate the impact of pre-training
on the effectiveness of our approach. We examine if the three pre-
training strategies of our approach improve the effectiveness of
GraphCode2Vec on downstream tasks. We employ all three down-
stream tasks and all three pre-training strategies (node, context and
VGAE) for this experiment, results are shown in Table 8.

We found that model pre-training improves the effectiveness of

GraphCode2Vec across all tasks. Pre-training improves its effec-
tiveness by up to 28%, on average. For instance, consider model
pre-training with VGAE strategy for method name prediction (see
Table 8). This result implies that model pre-training improves the
effectiveness of GraphCode2Vec on downstream SE tasks.

Model pre-training improved the effectiveness of

GraphCode2Vec (by up to 28%, on average) across all tasks.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

External Validity: This refers to the generalizability of our approach
and results, especially beyond our data sets, tasks and models. For
instance, there is a threat that GraphCode2Vec does not general-
ize to other (SE) tasks and other Java programs. To mitigate this
threat, we have evaluated GraphCode2Vec using mature Java pro-
grams with varying sizes and complexity (see Table 3), as well as
downstream tasks with varying complexities and requirements.
Internal Validity: This threat refers to the correctness of our imple-
mentation, if we have correctly represented lexical and semantic
features in our code embedding. We mitigate this threat by eval-
uating the validity of our implementation with probing analysis
and ablation studies (see Section 5). We have also compared Graph-
Code2Vec to eleven (11) baselines using three major downstream
tasks. In addition, we have conducted further analysis to test our
implementation using different pre-training strategies and GNN
configurations. We also provide our implementation, (pre-trained)
models and experimental data for scrutiny, replication and reuse.
Construct Validity: This is the threat posed by our design/imple-
mentation choices and their implications on our findings. Notably,
our choice of intermediate code representation (i.e., Jimple) instead
of source code implies that our approach lacks natural language
text (such as code comments) in the (pre-)training dataset. Indeed,
GraphCode2Vec would not capture this information as it is. How-
ever, it is possible to extend GraphCode2Vec to also capture natu-
ral language text. This can be achieved by performing lexical and
program dependence analysis at the source code level.
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7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed GraphCode2Vec, a novel and
generic code embedding approach that captures both syntactic
and semantic program features. We have evaluated it in compari-
son to the state-of-the-art generic code embedding approaches, as
well as specialised, task-specific learning based applications. Using
11 baselines and three (3) major downstream SE tasks, we show
that GraphCode2Vec is stable and effectively applicable to several
downstream SE tasks, e.g., code clone detection and solution clas-
sification. Moreover, we show that it indeed embeds both lexical
and dependency features, and we demonstrate the importance of
embedding both features to solve downstream SE tasks.
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